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The Little Book of VSCO Girl Wisdom
Cut back on waste and reduce your carbon footprint by going
(almost) zero waste with these 100 tips on how to be less
wasteful in your home and your community. In a perfect
world, we would all be able to fit a year’s worth of waste in a
mason jar. But for most of us?,? doing so can be immensely
intimidating or simply not feasible. In ?The (Almost) Zero
Waste Guide?,? author Melanie Mannarino shares 100 simple
tips for being less wasteful w?ith what? you eat, ?how you live
in?? your home, when you’re curating your wardrobe, when
you practice self-care, during your travels? near and far?, and
in your community. What’s more, she even advises on how
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you can reduce your “unseen” waste—such as purchasing
clothes with more sustainable fabrics and adopting a
“Meatless Monday” regimen to help decrease your carbon
footprint. If you’re someone who wants to reduce waste in
your daily life and make a positive impact on the planet
?without? mak?ing?? drastic changes in your habits, then look
no further. This highly accessible and practical guide will have
you living a greener, more sustainable life that is (almost)
zero waste in no time!

Your Second Act
Lauren Liess, an interior designer and founder of the popular
blog Pure Style Home, fuses her love of design and the great
outdoors into all her work. In Habitat: The Field Guide to
Decorating, her first book, Lauren invites readers to bring
nature inside by mixing the textures of natural elements such
as wood and stone with eclectic groupings of modern and
quirky vintage pieces. Readers will be inspired by the unique
style of these rooms, which include lovely framed botanical
prints and Liess’s own textile patterns inspired by wildflowers
and weeds. The book is divided into three sections: Part I
focuses on the fundamental elements of design, with each
chapter devoted to a particular element, such as color,
lighting, and furniture; Part II addresses the intangibles of
designing a space, such as aesthetics and creating a mood;
and Part III tackles unique room-specific challenges in every
part of the house.

Decorate
Instagram star and founder of Inspire Me! Home Décor
shares her creative and elegant interior design secrets so you
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can create a glamorous yet cozy home without spending a
fortune. Farah Merhi launched Inspire Me! Home Decor in
2012 as a creative outlet during a transitional time in her life.
Farah was about to graduate college and planned to attend
law school. Going through the motions and feeling unfulfilled
in her career choice, she built up the courage to face her
truth. Taking time off to figure herself out, Farah, through a
remodel project in her home, had her “ah-ha” moment. The
importance of taking care of your home, specifically in the
way you clean, organize, and design, was instilled in her at a
young age, but she didn’t realize how much of an impact her
upbringing had until she owned her own home. Farah knew
she had found her passion and calling, and was determined
to inspire home owners to live their best lives in their homes.
Farah believes that taking care of your home is essential to
your peace of mind. Her design style is elegant and
glamorous but infused with warmth and coziness, creating a
welcoming feel with neutral color palletes, soft and inviting
fabrics, and exquisite design details that can work in any
room. She believes you can make a statement without
sacrificing an inviting feel to your rooms. There is no right and
wrong when it comes to designing your home and Farah
encourages you to focus on the overall look and feel you
desire, and her tips and advice will help guide you through
the process. Starting with her most frequently asked
questions about paint color versus wallpaper, lighting and
rugs, home organization, and of course styling, Farah walks
you through every room in the house from the mudroom to
the kitchen and kids’ bedrooms. Along the way, she includes
quick seasonal updates on a budget, suggested routines for
maintaining your space, and her unique reward system, which
includes small styling vignettes around your home. Woven
throughout are Farah’s personal stories that will feel like
you’re getting design advice from a close friend. Everyone
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deserves to walk into a beautifully decorated home every
day—now you can, with the inspiration and practical tips in
Inspire Your Home.

Perfect English Townhouse
Viral Instagram sensation @Common_Wild offers a witty,
empathic, and beautifully illustrated look at the roller coaster
ride that is modern motherhood. Being a mom is
hard—anywhere in the world. From early mornings and
sleepless nights to temper tantrums and meddling in-laws,
it’s a daily feat of strength that can reduce even the most
confident woman to a bundle of nerves. Luckily, today’s
moms have @Common_Wild, the popular Instagram account
run by Australian artist Paula Kuka, who channels that heady
stew of anxiety and love in a series of warm, funny cartoons
that are eagerly shared by women around the world. Kuka
features moments instantly recognizable to any parent, like
cooking an elaborate meal only to have it swept to the floor
by a picky toddler, or dragging strollers home from the
playground in the rain. She also winks at the societal
expectations that ask women to do it all, including “taking
care of themselves,” with a smile. But most importantly, she
highlights the huge love that underpins the journey of
parenthood, and the sometimes-surprising things you learn
about yourself while watching your children grow up.

15-Minute Pilates
Design your home to optimize your healthy lifestyle with this
room-by-room guide from certified kitchen designer and
wellness design consultant Jamie Gold. Like a lot of folks
these days, you’re committed to maintaining a healthy
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lifestyle. You watch your diet, stay active, meditate, and
surround yourself with positive people. So why should your
home be any different? Residential designer Jamie Gold has
spent years defining the exciting new field of wellness design,
which explores how simple changes to things like lighting,
fixtures, storage, and outdoor space can make a huge
difference in how you feel every day. Wellness by Design
offers a room-by-room guide to refreshing your space so that
it supports muscle and bone health, encourages clean eating,
prevents disease, and promotes safety, fitness, serenity, and
joy. Whether you’re training for a marathon or recovering
from an injury, building your dream home or decorating your
new rental, the design of your home can help—or hinder—your
active lifestyle. This book will help you keep your fitness goals
and stay on track for a long and healthy life.

Simply Styling
Collects tips from such professional interior designers as
Kelly Wearstler, Amy Butler, and Jonathan Adler for every
room and every budget, along with photographs, line
illustrations, checklists, shortcuts, and floor plans.

Big Design, Small Budget
Move aside, Martha. Out of the way, Oprah. Pack your bags,
Amy Sedaris. There's a new lifestyle guru in town! After
getting his start years ago on HGTV, Orlando Soria has made
his way to the upper strata of the blogosphere with
Hommemaker, his blog about home décor, art, style, and life.
His distinctive voice--funny, confessional, and honest--has
made him the Dan Savage of millennial homemaking. Now he
brings together his most original, endearing, and irreverent
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advice in one gorgeous book that will help readers out of all
kinds of tight spots--whether it's throwing a dinner party when
you're broke, hanging art like a gallery owner, or preparing
your home for an unwanted guest. In sections on interior
style, design, "Homme Life," DIY, and general life lessons,
Orlando offers advice on topics such as "How to Make NonGarbagey Flower Arrangements" and "How to Deal with a
Soul-Sucking Breakup." He helps readers problem solve,
avoid rookie mistakes, and choose a wall color that won't
make them puke. Photographer Zeke Ruelas's stunning
images accompany Orlando's tips on designing for dudes,
making your own coffee table, and decorating a kid's room.
Whether you're short on cash or have money to burn,
Orlando's unique and highly contagious take on life will
inspire, comfort, and reassure you that anyone can Get It
Together!

Inspire Your Home
Everyone wants a home that is beautiful and clutter free. But
most of us are unsure how to get there without breaking the
bank. Popular interior designer Shannon Acheson takes the
guesswork out of creating a lovely home. Home Made Lovely
is a mind-set: decorating should be about those who live
there, rather than making your home into a magazine-worthy
spread. Shannon walks you through how to · decorate in a
way that suits your family's real life · declutter in seven simple
steps · perform a house blessing to dedicate your home to
God · be thankful for your current home and what you already
have · brush up on hospitality with more than 20 actionable
ideas that will make anyone feel welcome and loved in your
home In Home Made Lovely, Shannon meets you right where
you are on your home-decorating journey, helping you share
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the peace of Christ with family members and guests.

Affordable Interior Design
Discover the self-care tips specifically designed for your
Enneagram type with this simple yet illuminating guide from
popular Enneagram expert Christina S. Wilcox. Many of us
have used the Enneagram of Personality to understand
ourselves on a profoundly intimate level. But despite what our
Enneagram type reveals, it’s not always easy to know the
best ways to take care of ourselves according to our unique
personalities. In Take Care of Your Type, Enneagram expert
and social media sensation Christina S. Wilcox uses her
knowledge of the Enneagram to illuminate how each of the
nine Enneagram types can practice better self-care.
Answering questions ranging from “What is the best morning
routine for my type?” to “What boundaries are important to
set based on my individual personality traits?” this handy
guide filled with beautiful color illustrations will help you
recenter and reconnect with yourself amid the stress of daily
life and will leave you feeling happier and healthier in mind,
body, and spirit.

Billions of Besties
In a perfect world you wouldnt need to be living in your home
while on the market. However, the list of reasons why
someone sells is endless and in many cases forces a
homeowner to stay put when selling. The experience can be
grueling for sellers when your personal lives become public
displays to strangers and their criticisms. If youre going to be
living in your home when selling you have to willingly be
inconvenienced---not only emotionally, but physically. So
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whats the best way to get out from under the microscope?
Sell fast. In this game-changing book by Tori Toth, founder of
the Stage 2 Sell Strategy and Stylish Stagers, Inc. youll
discover: how home staging can change habits and emotions
that will benefit your bottom line---and ultimately put a sold
sign on your property. Preparing your home for sale is more
than just cleaning and decluttering, learn insider home
staging secrets on how to make your space feel like home to
potential buyers. When buyers feel at home, theyre more
comfortable and can relate to the space, which ultimately gets
them to make an offer. How fast can you sell your home? See
for yourself. In"Feel at Home", home staging expert Tori Toth
pulls back the curtains on the home staging industry and
shows you a simple 10-step plan for making an impact on
your housing market. The place that youve called home is
about to become your greatest asset, Im here to help you get
the best return on your investment.,

Inspire Your Home
Farrow & Ball How to Decorate
Embrace your inner VSCO girl with this illustrated book of
good vibes, inspirational sayings, and words of wisdom. Have
you been depleted of positive energy lately? Did someone
recently vibe check you? Have you forgotten to always
choose happy, or stay hydrated, or keep fighting to
#savetheturtles? If any of these things feel true for you, then
you need this portable and adorable collection of VSCO girlinspired sayings and words of wisdom. Whether it’s a gift for
yourself or your scrunchie-wearing, Hydro Flask-loving, metal
straw-using best friend, The Little Book of VSCO Girl Wisdom
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is an entertaining and uplifting source of positivity,
affirmations, and advice that are sure to come in handy the
next time you “and I oop!” Perfect to take with you on the go,
this book is essential for staying chill and remembering to live
life to the fullest.

Simple Decorating
Unleash your inner Soprano and relive all your favorite
moments with this companion guide to the award-winning
television series The Sopranos. We all know and love The
Sopranos, one of the most important television dramas to
ever hit the small screen, having run for six seasons on HBO.
The story of the Italian-American mobster Tony Soprano
balancing his family life with his role as the leader of a
criminal organization pioneered decades of genre-bending
“peak TV.” Now, Off the Back of a Truck takes you one step
further into the world of Tony Soprano and his families,
offering an Italian potluck of fresh and fun takes that any true
fan can get lost in for hours. Off the Back of a Truck includes:
-New looks at everyone’s favorite episodes, scenes, and
characters -All 92 deaths analyzed, evaluated, and ranked
-An investigation of true crimes behind the families’ schemes
-An exploration of movies and shows that inspired The
Sopranos -Reflections on the use of music, food, and fashion
from writers who are also huge fans -A provocative
conversation about what happens in the controversial ending
This book takes you on a journey through the six seasons
you have watched time and time again—but it's organized so
you can dip in at any time, at any place. Roam around as
though you’re in Tony’s backyard for a BBQ

Get It Together!
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An entertaining, inspirational book about second acts in life
and reinventing yourself from beloved television actress
Patricia Heaton—Emmy Award–winning star of Everybody
Loves Raymond, The Middle, and most recently, Carol’s
Second Act. Patricia Heaton is one of TV’s most
recognizable and beloved moms. She’s won two Emmys for
her starring role as Debra Barone on the long-running
comedy Everybody Loves Raymond, and followed that careermaking role with another gem as Frances Heck on the
popular sitcom The Middle. Now, she returns to television as
the lead in the new series Carol’s Second Act, which follows
divorced fifty-year-old Carol Kenney (played by Heaton), who
after raising two children and retiring as a teacher decides to
finally pursue her dream of becoming a doctor. Patricia
Heaton knows what it’s like to stage a second act and
navigate pivotal transitions in life. Just like Carol, when
Heaton’s children left the nest, she found herself in a new
and unfamiliar stage of life, compelling her to evaluate which
direction to take next. She discovered she had the time to
pursue passions that were previously placed on hold, both
personally and professionally. She made her move and took
a step forward in her career and for the first time, Heaton is
not only the star of her own show, but also the executive
producer. She also now finds her greatest fulfillment in using
her influence to support humanitarian efforts as a Celebrity
Ambassador for World Vision, the world’s largest nongovernmental organization. She and her husband support
their work in poverty relief around the globe, something that
was planted in heart long ago. Through her own experience,
Heaton became curious about other people’s stories of
second-act transitions and ways to offer support in the
process. In her new book, Your Second Act, she shares
wisdom from her own personal journey as well as insight from
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stories of numerous people across the country. From work to
health, to love and more, the results are heartwarming,
inspiring, and surprisingly relatable! Filled with light-hearted
anecdotes and pragmatic steps to help you discover your
own path, Your Second Act shows us that midlife doesn’t
have to be about crisis when you focus on the opportunity.
After all, it’s never too late, or too early to stage your second
act!

The Finer Things
This gorgeous and illuminating book provides easy and costeffective decorating ideas to spruce up your home all year
round from Instagram star and founder of Inspire Me! Home
Décor. No one ever said that decorating your home for the
season meant a complete and costly overhaul. Instead, Farah
Mehri shares all the key components you need to glam up
your home for every season, while staying on a budget. This
beautiful and encouraging guide offers the inspiration to kick
start your seasonal décor transformation and create the
comfortable and stylish home you’ve always dreamed of—all
year long.

Feel at Home
This beautifully illustrated and joyful tribute celebrates famous
friendships (both real and fictional) and proves that there is
no relationship more important than friendship. Our best
friends are our soulmates. They understand us when no one
else does, lift us up, and bring out the best in us. It’s a
relationship based on a bond that can’t always be described,
but is always magical. Billions of Besties shines a light on
some of the most engaging, funny, inspiring, and sometimes
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unexpected sets of friends. In this gorgeous and playfully
illustrated volume, creators and besties Peggy and Susie
highlight more than 100 besties, both real and fictional, from
all walks of life. From the comedic powerhouse of Amy
Poehler and Tina Fey, to the unexpected camaraderie
between RGB and Antonin Scalia, the glamourous friendship
between Anna Wintour and Roger Federer, or the fictional
ride-or-die bond between Thelma and Louise, this book is a
timeless salute to friendship in all its forms. Uplifting and
charming, Billions of Besties celebrates the power and vitality
of friendship—from bromances to work wives—reminding us
that when we have each other’s backs, we have the power to
change the world.

Mumlife
As seen on the TODAY Show! Homeowners and renters of all
means dream of having a beautiful home. With the lingering
recession, many of us have less to work with but still long to
live in style. Big Design, Small Budget makes luxury an
affordable reality. In this DIY home decorating handbook,
Helmuth reveals insider tips and her tried-and-tested methods
for designing on a budget. In the past year, Helmuth has
shared her affordable design advice and step-by-step
approaches with millions through live teaching workshops,
guest columns, television appearances, and interviews. Now,
she has distilled her expertise into this practical guide. The
chapters follow her secret design formula and include
creating a design budget, mapping out floor plans, selecting a
color palette, and accessorizing like a stylist. It’s time to start
living in the home of your dreams without maxing out your
credit cards. Learn how with Helmuth’s Big Design, Small
Budget!
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Elements of Style
In Homebody: A Guide to Creating Spaces You Never Want
to Leave, Joanna Gaines walks you through how to create a
home that reflects the personalities and stories of the people
who live there. Using examples from her own farmhouse as
well as a range of other homes, this comprehensive guide will
help you assess your priorities and instincts, as well as your
likes and dislikes, with practical steps for navigating and
embracing your authentic design style. Room by room,
Homebody gives you an in-depth look at how these styles are
implemented as well as how to blend the looks you're drawn
to in order to create spaces that feel distinctly yours. A design
template at the end of the book offers a step-by-step guide to
planning and sketching out your own design plans. The
insight shared in Homebody will instill in you the confidence to
thoughtfully create spaces you never want to leave.

Take Care of Your Type
In Dream Design Live, decorator Paloma Contreras goes
beyond interior design to show readers how to inhabit their
homes in fulfilling and beautiful ways. Divided into three
sections, this hardworking book proves that the most
appealing interiors are also the most personal ones.
Contreras takes readers through the design process and
encourages them to seek inspiration from the approach that
works best for them. From thinking creatively to improve both
your home and your life, to showing you how to turn your
dreams into realities, the author reveals how you can take the
welcoming space you’ve just created and spend meaningful
time there pursuing the activities you love. With stunning
photography and accessible-yet-elegant tips, Dream Design
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Live fuses interior decorating advice with lifestyle
recommendations and demonstrates how living a happy and
satisfying life starts at home.

Homebody
From the rising-star designer and author of the hit blog,
Elements of Style, a full-color, fully illustrated book packed
with honest advice, inspiration, ideas, and lessons learned
about designing a home that reflects your personality and
style. Elements of Style is a uniquely personal and practical
decorating guide that shows how designing a home can be
an outlet of personal expression and an exercise in selfdiscovery. Drawing on her ten years of experience in the
interior design industry, Erin combines honest design advice
and gorgeous professional photographs and illustrations with
personal essays about the lessons she has learned while
designing her own home and her own life—the first being:
none of our homes or lives is perfect. Like a funny best friend,
she reveals the disasters she confronted in her own kitchen
renovation, her struggles with anorexia, her epic fight with her
husband over a Lucite table, and her secrets for starting a
successful blog. Organized by rooms in the house, Elements
of Style invites readers into Erin’s own home as well as
homes she has designed for clients. Fresh, modern, and
colorful, it is brimming glamour and style as well as advice on
practical matters from choosing kitchen counter materials to
dressing a bed with pillows, picking a sofa, and decorating a
nursery without cartoon characters. You’ll also find a
charming foreword by Erin’s husband, Andrew, and an
extensive Resource and Shopping Guide that provides an
indispensable a roadmap for anyone embarking on their first
serious home decorating adventure. With Erin’s help, you
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can finally make your house your home.

Elements of Family Style
The wildly popular YouTube star behind Clean My Space
presents the breakthrough solution to cleaning better with
less effort Melissa Maker is beloved by fans all over the world
for her completely re-engineered approach to cleaning. As
the dynamic new authority on home and living, Melissa knows
that to invest any of our precious time in cleaning, we need to
see big, long-lasting results. So, she developed her method
to help us get the most out of our effort and keep our homes
fresh and welcoming every day. In her long-awaited debut
book, she shares her revolutionary 3-step solution: • Identify
the most important areas (MIAs) in your home that need
attention • Select the proper products, tools, and techniques
(PTT) for the job • Implement these new cleaning routines so
that they stick Clean My Space takes the chore out of
cleaning with Melissa’s incredible tips and cleaning hacks
(the power of pretreating!) her lightning fast 5-10 minute
“express clean” routines for every room when time is tightest,
and her techniques for cleaning even the most daunting
places and spaces. And a big bonus: Melissa gives guidance
on the best non-toxic, eco-conscious cleaning products and
offers natural cleaning solution recipes you can make at
home using essential oils to soothe and refresh. With
Melissa’s simple groundbreaking method you can truly live in
a cleaner, more cheerful, and calming home all the time.

She Sheds
New York Times bestselling author, Melissa Michaels, will
inspire you to make your house a well-loved home. Her
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relatable style, unique voice, and practical decorating ideas
have made her highly respected blog, The Inspired Room, a
haven for fans of real-life style. Step inside Melissa's home as
she shares lessons learned, inspiring photos, and
encouraging insights to help you embrace your authentic
style through doable improvements for every room; attainable
decorating, organizational, and DIY solutions; transforming
tips for lighting, color, and style; motivation to reclaim and
organize small spaces Best of all, you don't need a big
budget or perfect DIY skills to embrace Melissa's practical
home decor philosophy. You'll return to this book again and
again for inspiration to fall in love with the home you have.

Victorian Publishing
Transform your home with inspiration and advice from one of
the world's leading home decorating brands, Farrow & Ball.
Set to become the bible of home decoration, Farrow & Ball
How to Decorate provides a highly practical and inspirational
guide to the successful use of paint and paper in any home,
large or small, urban or country. Published on the 70th
anniversary of the founding of the iconic brand, the book
brings together the expertise of Joa Studholme and Farrow &
Ball's creative team to demystify the nitty-gritty of
transforming a home - from deciding which colors work best
in a north-facing room to creating accents with paint and
making the most of a feature wall.

OK, Boomer
"She Sheds provides inspiration, tips, and tricks to help
create the hideaway of your dreams"-Page 16/29
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Off the Back of a Truck
New York Times bestselling author and popular lifestyle
blogger Erin Gates shares everything you need to know
about designing a beautifully stylish—yet practical and
functional—family home through candid advice, inspirational
ideas, and lessons learned. Loved by her readers for her chic
interior designs and frank and funny revelations about life
behind the scenes of her picture-perfect blog, bestselling
author and designer Erin Gates presents a new book about
how to live stylishly amidst the chaos of daily family life.
Throughout her career designing homes for families of all
kinds all over the country, Erin has always maintained that
living with children and pets does not mean that you have to
forego nice things. This uniquely personal and practical guide
will explain how to create a home that makes you proud and
reflects your own style while also being durable, safe, and
comfortable for children. It focuses on the spaces families
share, those that are dedicated to the kids, and the oftforgotten retreats for parents. Erin combines honest design
advice and gorgeous inspirational photographs with engaging
and intimate personal essays about life lessons learned the
hard way while struggling with infertility and becoming a
mother, managing a business, overseeing her own home
renovation, and finding time for her marriage. She’ll share
how to store toys so that shared spaces don’t look like a
kindergarten, the expensive-looking fabrics that will stand up
to a marauding toddler with sticky hands, nursery looks that
go beyond blue and pink, and furniture that does not have to
be stored during the baby-proofing years. She also
showcases the work of other designers she loves who
surround parents, children, and their pets with comfort and
beauty. Like a best friend who has a knack for style and a
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taste for fun, Erin opens her front door and invites you into
her life and all of its beautiful imperfection.

Inspire Your Home: Through the Seasons
"The stylist's genius is in making a space look inviting,
personal, and unique. She often does this in just minutes,
meaning that a small investment pays off with big rewards.
Emily Henderson now draws the curtain on the interior
stylist's secrets. This playful yet practical book features 1,000
highly visual, highly enviable, eminently doable ideas-more
than any other decor book on the market. First up, Emily
walks readers through her Stylist's Toolkit, which helps them
discover their signature styles, talk like a stylist, and learn the
styling process in 10 easy steps. Then, Emily takes us inside
25 homes, grouped into rooms and themes for the reader,
revealing how to get your place ready for its close-up-and
your long-term happiness-without it looking contrived. With
advice on mixing patterns, visually balancing a space, and
scoring great deals on furniture and accents, this is an
irresistible inspiration resource for the interior decor
enthusiast, as well as anyone looking for help styling a
home."

Your Home, Your Style
Encompassing an array of stylistic designs, from the theatrical
and traditional to eclectically modern dwellings, more than
two hundred full-color photographs showcase the work of
America's top designers as revealed in their own homes,
including the work of Marian McEvoy, Jonathan Adler, Kelly
Wearstler, Simon Doonan, Muriel Brandolini, and others.
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Rooms to Inspire
Get the stylish home you want without breaking the bank or
your back! Renowned stylist Kirsten Grove guides you every
step of the way, going room by room and item by item, giving
you the tools and tricks needed to create a space that
captures your personality and taste. She explores options for
entryways, shelves, mantels, dressers, sofas, and nooks, as
well as those all-important statement-making details."

Novel Advice
Live in luxury—on a budget. Homeowners and renters of all
means dream of having a beautiful home. The media makes it
look so easy, but many of us have less to work with and still
long to live in style. Affordable Interior Design makes luxury
an affordable reality. In this DIY home decorating handbook,
Helmuth reveals insider tips and her tried-and-tested methods
for choosing colors, creating a gallery wall, how to use accent
tables, entry benches, rugs, and more! Helmuth has shared
her affordable design advice and step-by-step approaches
with millions through live teaching workshops, guest columns,
television appearances, and interviews. Now, she has distilled
her expertise into this practical guide. The chapters follow her
secret design formula and include creating a design budget,
mapping out floor plans, selecting a color palette, and
accessorizing like a stylist. It’s time to start living in the home
of your dreams without maxing out your credit cards. Learn
how with Affordable Interior Design!

Home Made Lovely
A book of classic, hilarious “OK, Boomer”-isms, a perfect gift
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for the Baby Boomers we all know and love. Going to the
bank. Leaving voicemails. Making Jell-O molds. Using
encyclopedias. Wallpapering bathrooms. There are dozens of
ridiculously antiquated items, activities, and phrases that
Baby Boomers love—and don’t realize have been outdated for
more than a decade. And for some reason, no matter how
hard Millennials and Gen Zers try to bring Boomers into the
21st century, they still don’t seem to get it. They just can’t let
go of eating meatloaf, going on cruises, or buying fuzzy toilet
seat covers. So rather than try to explain something to the
Baby Boomers in your life, it might be time to just say, “OK,
Boomer.” Containing more than fifty of the most common,
cliched, and cringe-worthy Boomer-isms, OK, Boomer is a
perfect gift for any exasperated Millennial or any Boomer
willing to poke fun at themselves.

Dream Design Live
From wallpaper and flooring to furniture and accessories,
Christiane Lemieux explores the elements of resilient home
design. In this beautiful, lavishly illustrated 400-page volume,
she covers the traditions, tools, and major players in the
home-goods industries so that homeowners learn how to
identify the hallmarks of timeless, heirloom-quality pieces.
Christiane and dozens of other home-design experts also
offer advice on how to live well with these pieces. A visual
timeline shows the history of artisan tile, a studio visit goes
behind the scenes with the high-end wallpaper company de
Gournay, and tastemakers' interiors dripping with style and
luxury give timeless decorating ideas. The Finer Things is
equal parts inspiration and practical classic.

Dwelling
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Forget the Renovation—Just Add Inspiration If you want to
jump-start your style and refresh your home without needing
power tools and a winning lottery ticket, make Simple
Decorating your go-to resource for can-do decor. Spark your
makeover momentum with 50 no-fuss tips and discover how
to get unstuck by embracing a style that is your very own
transform your spaces with simple color, window treatments,
and furniture choices layer in personality and warmth with
texture and patterns turn hard-to-love areas into favorite
destinations with creative concealments highlight your
family's story and lifestyle with accessories Whether you start
with one tip or take these on as a challenge for the month, it's
never been more fun (or possible) to create a home you can't
wait to come home to. The Inspired Ideas collection is a
series of books with easy tips and fun photos to inspire the
areas of your life that matter most to you.

Clean My Space
Fit exercise into your busy life with short but effective Pilates
programs. Do you struggle to practise Pilates regularly?
Stress no more: these four 15-minute programs offer the
flexibility and ease of use that busy lifestyles demand. At
home, with just a mat and some weights, build these
15-minute routines into your week to get the lean, sculpted
body you've always wanted. Clear, step-by-step photographs
paired with easy-to-follow instructions explain exactly what to
do in each move, targeted "feel it here" graphics help you to
understand which part of your body to focus on, and at-aglance reminders at the end of each 15-minute program show
all the poses in sequence. 15-Minute Pilates will inspire you
to make Pilates part of your weekly routine, so you will soon
reap the benefits of enhanced health and wellness.
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Habitat
From an Emmy Award–winning writer, witty and hilarious
advice to classic literary characters—from Lady Macbeth to
Victor Frankenstein—on how to cope with their most arduous,
“real-life” struggles. What would happen if your favorite
literary characters wrote in to ask for help from an advice
columnist? What suggestions would Hester Prynne need to
cope with the judgemental neighbors? What if Mrs. Bennett
from Pride and Prejudice asked for tips about managing her
financial woes? Emmy Award–winning writer Jay Bushman
imaginatively considers those scenarios and dozens more as
Aunt Antigone, the “agony aunt” who dishes practical advice,
along with a fair dose of snark. Grouped by theme, Novel
Advice features our favorite and most beloved literary
characters from all genres as they write in to Aunt Antigone
for help with their “real-world” problems. Discover what Aunt
Antigone has to say when Ophelia and Ishmael ask about
their dating woes, when Dr. Jekyll searches for the perfect
work/life balance, or when Scarlett O’Hara wants tips about
the best way to handle stress. Perfect for fans of Texts from
Jane Eyre, Tequila Mockingbird, and booklovers everywhere,
this book is a hilarious and thought-provoking look at our
favorite literary characters seeking help from an advice
column with her own dramatic background.

Low Impact Living
This book is the inspirational story of one project that shows
you how you can become involved in building and running
your neighbourhood. The author, co-founder of Lilac (Low
Impact Living Affordable Community), along with other
members of the community and the project team, explains
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how a group of people got together to build one of the most
pioneering ecological, affordable cohousing neighbourhoods
in the world. The book is a story of perseverance, vision and
passion, demonstrating how ordinary people can build their
own affordable, ecological community. The book starts with
the clear values that motivated and guided the project’s
members: sustainability, co-operativism, equality, social
justice and self-management. It outlines how they were driven
by challenges and concerns over the need to respond to
climate change and energy scarcity, the limits of the
‘business as usual’ model of pro-growth economics, and the
need to develop resources so that communities can
determine and manage their own land and resources. The
author’s story is interspersed with vignettes on topics such as
decision making, landscaping, finance and design. The book
summarises academic debates on the key issues that
informed the project, and gives technical data on energy and
land issues as well as practical ‘how-to’ guides on a range of
issues such as designing meetings, budget planning and
community agreements. Low Impact Living provides clear and
easy to follow advice for community groups, practitioners,
government, business and the development sector and is
heavily illustrated with drawings and photographs from the
architectural team.

The (Almost) Zero-Waste Guide
Drawing on research into the book-production records of
twelve publishers-including George Bell & Son, Richard
Bentley, William Blackwood, Chatto & Windus, Oliver & Boyd,
Macmillan, and the book printers William Clowes and T&A
Constable - taken at ten-year intervals from 1836 to 1916,
this book interprets broad trends in the growth and diversity of
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book publishing in Victorian Britain. Chapters explore the
significance of the export trade to the colonies and the rising
importance of towns outside London as centres of publishing;
the influence of technological change in increasing the variety
and quantity of books; and how the business practice of
literary publishing developed to expand the market for British
and American authors. The book takes examples from the
purchase and sale of popular fiction by Ouida, Mrs. Wood,
Mrs. Ewing, and canonical authors such as George Eliot,
Wilkie Collins, and Mark Twain. Consideration of the unique
demands of the educational market complements the focus
on fiction, as readers, arithmetic books, music, geography,
science textbooks, and Greek and Latin classics became a
staple for an increasing number of publishing houses wishing
to spread the risk of novel publication.

The Inspired Room
An accessible yet stylish how-to from a lifestyle editor for a
major retailer, Your Home, Your Style will appeal to those
readers who bought how-to books by blogger Erin Gates (The
Elements of Style) and Lauren Liess (Habitat: The Field
Guide to Decorating). The first book from the style director for
popular home décor site Joss & Main is a lively, chic roadmap
to finding and implementing your style at home.

The Diet Principal
Feel Well Where You Dwell Our dwellings—both our home and
body—are intricately connected. Each has the potential to
inspire the other to be its very best! Your home is where your
life happens. Learn how to create a sanctuary that inspires
your well-being, so you can experience a greater sense of
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peace, comfort, and belonging. Your body, including your
mind and soul, needs daily nourishment to help you feel
healthy and happy. You’ll discover simple ways to make selfcare a priority in your home. Melissa Michaels wants to show
you how meaningful it can be to live a life that nurtures both
your home and body. By making a series of small, intentional
choices—from what you bring into your home to how you
shape your daily habits and mind-sets—you can create a more
rejuvenating environment that equips you to go into the world
and accomplish all you set out to do. Dwelling will help you
learn to better care for your home environment so it takes
care of you make decisions that simplify your life create more
peace in your day invest in relationships that make you feel
positive, challenged, and supported lean into faith for strength
and renewal When you discover the connection between your
home and body and the action steps you can take to improve
both, you’ll be on your way to a more balanced and happy
life! And for even more inspiration, discover the Dwelling Well
journal, your everyday companion to inviting more peace, joy,
and purpose into your home and life.

Wellness by Design
Instagram star and founder of Inspire Me! Home Décor
shares her creative and elegant interior design secrets so you
can create a glamorous yet cozy home without spending a
fortune. Farah Merhi launched Inspire Me! Home Decor in
2012 as a creative outlet during a transitional time in her life.
Farah was about to graduate college and planned to attend
law school. Going through the motions and feeling unfulfilled
in her career choice, she built up the courage to face her
truth. Taking time off to figure herself out, Farah, through a
remodel project in her home, had her “ah-ha” moment. The
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importance of taking care of your home, specifically in the
way you clean, organize, and design, was instilled in her at a
young age, but she didn’t realize how much of an impact her
upbringing had until she owned her own home. Farah knew
she had found her passion and calling, and was determined
to inspire home owners to live their best lives in their homes.
Farah believes that taking care of your home is essential to
your peace of mind. Her design style is elegant and
glamorous but infused with warmth and coziness, creating a
welcoming feel with neutral color palletes, soft and inviting
fabrics, and exquisite design details that can work in any
room. She believes you can make a statement without
sacrificing an inviting feel to your rooms. There is no right and
wrong when it comes to designing your home and Farah
encourages you to focus on the overall look and feel you
desire, and her tips and advice will help guide you through
the process. Starting with her most frequently asked
questions about paint color versus wallpaper, lighting and
rugs, home organization, and of course styling, Farah walks
you through every room in the house from the mudroom to
the kitchen and kids’ bedrooms. Along the way, she includes
quick seasonal updates on a budget, suggested routines for
maintaining your space, and her unique reward system, which
includes small styling vignettes around your home. Woven
throughout are Farah’s personal stories that will feel like
you’re getting design advice from a close friend. Everyone
deserves to walk into a beautifully decorated home every
day—now you can, with the inspiration and practical tips in
Inspire Your Home.

Styled
Continuing her exploration of English interiors, Ros Byam
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Shaw visits 14 distinctive townhouses full of charm, character
and style. In Perfect English Townhouse, Ros Byam Shaw
examines the timeless English style of decoration in a variety
of Georgian, Victorian and contemporary townhouses.
Architecturally, these tall, narrow properties present
challenges. How do you make the best of a basement kitchen
with a low ceiling and limited light? Or allocate space when
you live on five floors? And how do you maximize any
precious outdoor space? Perfect English Townhouse features
case studies of such homes, not only in London but also in
the provincial towns and cities of England. Some feel like little
pockets of countryside surrounded by pavements, others
have a more sophisticated, metropolitan allure; some are
endearingly eccentric, others more classical. All the interiors
featured are inspiring, and reflect the personalities of the
people who inhabit them. These are the kinds of space that
most of us are familiar with, and that many of us occupy.
What is unusual is how cleverly and creatively these
examples have been decorated and designed.
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